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      Fully-Customised Bodyboards For Your Style and Comfort!                            

      We are the leading Turbo Bodybooards Designer & Developers in NSW, Victoria and South Australia.  Our company offers custom-made and high-performance bodyboards and accessories at the best price to let you enjoy the adventurous waves of bodyboarding.                              

    

    
  

  



    

    

    

      
      
        
          
            
              
                About Us
              

              
                Turbo Surf Designs Bodyboards!
              

              
                Delivering 100 % premium Australian Owned bodyboards!
              

              

              
                
                We are one of the most renowned bodyboard brands in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia. Our company focuses on creating and shaping surf boards to let riders challenge high waves and enjoy their surfing. Our top-quality products are inspired by the daring and passionate riders and people around the world. 

Our highly-trained team of Turbo Surf Designers and Developers leave no stone unturned when it comes to designing stylish and comforting bodyboards. Since inception, we have established ourselves as a one-stop solution for all your surfing needs. We have a grand showroom in Melbourne, Victoria and other showrooms are located in Sydney, Newcastle and Adelaide. We also supply our products in the United States because they need sturdy and quality body boards that can give great experience to riders and pass through heavy waves. 

At Turbo Surf Designs, we let you discover our extensive and customised range of bodyboards, high-quality bags, surf-personalised shirts, leaches and plugs, fins and flippers, hats and much more. We are here to deliver you quality, chic and unique products at the most reasonable price. If you want a custom-made  wet suit or body board, feel free to contact us. We have a robust team of customer executives who can take your order online or on call. The best part is that we can go above and beyond your expectations within your estimated budget. Call us and buy bodyboards and surf accessories. 
                              

              

              

              
              

            

            
              
                
                                      
                  
                

              

            

          

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
              
                Our Expertise
              

              
                Beat a Wave with Our Premium Bodyboards!
              

              
                
              

              

              
                
                  
                    
                    We are the leading brand in bodyboard designs and concepts as our surf designs are stylish, creative and match your surfing preferences. At Turbo Surf Designs in NSW, Victoria and South Australia, we offer innovative and unique surfboard concepts that set us apart from the competition. Our experienced developers and designers in Australia discuss the concept of the board you like and then convert soft and flexible board pieces into stylish and class bodyboards. We are regarded as the game-changers in Australia for our world-class designs and stylish concepts in the world of surfboards.

 

Our sole objective is to grow our network and deliver our products everywhere in the Country because the Australian territory offers more than 22,300 miles of coastline and unlimited bodyboarding spots. If you are adventurous and want to play with waves, visit us and buy a customised bodyboard at the most reasonable price.

                  

                  

                

                
              
              

            

          

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    Our Exclusive 
                  

                  
                    Products Range For You!
                  

                  
                    We design, stiff, comfortable and chic bodyboards! Have a look at our exclusive collection for kids, beginners and elite riders. 
                  

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
            
            
              
                              
                  
                    
                    
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                      
                        Nano 21
                      

                      
                        Turbo Nano is a new model in our collection. It is 21-inches long bodyboard to help you in bodysurfing, wild surfing and let you show wave breaking skills. It is a light weight product that comes with an EPS core and PE deck. The product has 60/40 double rails and offers clipped crescent tail. We are offering Nano 21 in seven different colours to let you choose what best suits you.                      

                    

                    
                  

                

                                
                  
                    
                    
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                      
                        Turbo Jet Black 42/43
                      

                      
                        This is one of the hot selling products in our showrooms. The product features High Density BPP core, rigid, perimeter deck control system, Qmesh ripple water control system with nose bulbs. It looks classic and gives an unforgettable bodyboarding experience. Buy this black beauty and add style to your surfing ride.                       

                    

                    
                  

                

                                
                  
                    
                    
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                      
                        Prima EPS 2* Stringer
                      

                      
                        The Prima model is particularly designed for novice to intermediate riders. It is a mid-range bodyboard that allows you to stay on the right path and learn the skills of an elite rider in a safe and sound manner. The 2* stringers enhance the strength and increase the life of your board. The Prima EPS comes with a contoured deck to let you control with ease.                       

                    

                    
                  

                

                                
                  
                    
                    
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                      
                        Turbo Enigma 
                      

                      
                        The Turbo Enigma is an ideal bodyboad for kids. We merged the EPS core with a single stringer to give it a light weight with great strength. There is also nose grips to give additional control. Believe it or not! This is an affordable and easy to manage bodyboard that will give comfort and style to your kids.                       

                    

                    
                  

                

                                

              
              

              
            

          

              
      
      

      
      
        
          
            
              
                

                
                  Gallery
                

                
                   Have a look at our Premium Collections
                

                
                  Call us and book a customised board from us!
                

                

                
                  
                                          
                    
                  

                

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                                                                
                    

                    
                      
                        Let’s Do Adventure
                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                                                                
                    

                    
                      
                        Playing with waves
                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                                                                
                    

                    
                      
                        Take the charge and beat the waves
                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
              
                We Also Offer
              

              
                Accessories
              

              
                Take your surfing experience to the Next Level with us!
              

              

            

                    
            
              
                
                  
                  
                    
                       Board Bags                     

                  

                

                
                  
                                      From stretchable bodyboard cover to water proof dry backpack, board sock to urban cover, we design an exclusive range of bags for our clients. Our professionals use quality materials and innovative ideas to give extra protection to your boards when travelling. It is perfect for local, interstate and overseas trips as well. These come with heavy duty zippers and spacious pockets. The best part is that all our bags are heat and water proof. Latest designs of board bags are also available in our stores in Melbourne, Sydney, Newcastle and Adelaide. You can visit our store anytime of the year and get the bags of choice at affordable rates.

                  

                  
                

              

              
            


          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                    
                      Swim Fins and Flippers                    

                  

                

                
                  
                                      At Turbo Surf Designs Bodyboards, We offer different types and sizes of swim fins and flippers at beginners, intermediate and elite riders. We have designed them using dual rubber compounds to give ultra soft food coverage and pocket with rigid blade. We also offer pro fins and flippers that come with moulded soft rubber foot pocket and double drainage holes. You can rest assured the swim fins and flippers are made with the best raw materials, making them of premium quality. We understand the importance of provide high-grade gears to our clients. Thus, if you want to get the most reliable sportswear for aquatic activities, we are the best place



                  

                  
                

              

              
            


          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                    
                      Leaches and Plugs                    

                  

                

                
                  
                                      We offer an ample range of bodyboard leaches and plugs, including wrist coil, performance wrist coil, Bicep coil, double swivel wrist leash, LE single swivel wrist leash, etc. Our company focuses on superior quality and creativeness while designing the product. These leashes ad plugs are designed for extreme conditions and come with heavy duty polyurethane cord for extra durability and strength. You can buy customised board leashes and plugs from our showrooms in Victoria, NSW, and South Australia. Our products are made with the top quality materials, making the best in the market.  Whatever you buy from us comes with guarantee and optimum quality assurance

                  

                  
                

              

              
            


            

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
              

              
                We also Design 
              

              
                Wetsuits For Riders!
              

              
                Comfortable, high-quality and affordable products.
              

              
            

            
              	
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        Short Sleeve Chest Zip 2/2MM Spring                      

                    
                      
                        
                          
                                                      These wetsuits are available in black and white colours and give great comfort. It provides great stretch that you expect from any high quality wetsuit. The product is available at the most affordable price.                           
                        
                        
                      

                    

                  

                              
                
	
                  
                                        
                  

                    
                      
                        Delta Longsleeve Steamer                       

                      
                      
                        
                          
                                                     It is an ideal entry level suit which is designed to give extra coverage when riding. The wetsuit is made up of full super stretch material on the underarms. You can buy this black and white longsleeve steamer wetsuit from our stores in Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney, Newcastle.                         
                                              
                      

                    

                  

                


            

          

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
              
                Our testimonials
              

              
                See What Our Clients Say about Us!
              

              
                We follow a customer-driven approach to stay ahead in the market. 
              


              


              
                
                  
                    
                    
                      Arthur Hall 

                      
                        Finding the right size and quality of bodyboard is challenging. But, now you can buy a tailor-made one at the most reasonable price. I bought the Jet Black bodyboard last month from Turbo Surf Designs Bodyboards. I loved the way it supports and strengthens the entire game. 
                      

                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                    
                    
                      Samual Roberts

                      
                        Being a fast wave rider, I was looking for a sturdy yet light bodyboard to get more support and comfort. Designers at Turbo Surf Designs assisted me in developing a customised and stylish board. I really liked the colour and quality of it. 
                      

                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                    
                    
                      Riley Kelly

                      
                        Getting a customised bodyboard and other accessories is very crucial when you are a novice in the sport of bodyboarding. Now, I can ride the waves and improve my skills. Thank you guys for these amazing products!
                      

                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                    
                    
                      Cooper Harris

                      
                        I was looking for a soft yet sturdy bodyboard for my 5-year old kid until I found the showroom of Turbo Surf Designs Bodyboards in Melbourne. Thank you Johnson and Kate for delivering the Nano 21 board because it looks chic, strong yet comfortable. 
                      

                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
              
                Get 10 % Off on Your First Order!
              

              
                Are you looking for high-performance bodyboards, flippers, swim fins and wetsuits for your next ride? Feel free to contact us or visit our showroom in Melbourne, Adelaide, Newcastle and Sydney. Our list of clientele includes Marketing Manager at Business2sell, who offer profit-making business for sale in Sydney and other significant regions of Australia on their online portal. We also have international clients across the United States. So, order custom-made products at get a 10 per cent off.
              


              
          

        

              

      





Our Patrons











  
  

         


               
        
         

        
        
         

        
		    
             
        
         

		  
        
         

        
        
         

    
    
        
         




             

    












 



        
          
            
              
								


									Turbo Surf Designs Bodyboards is one of the most trusted companies in NSW, South Australia and Victoria, offering stylish, comfortable and quality bodyboards and other accessories at the best price
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Contact Us

Email

info@turbosurfdesigns.com.au

Phone

(02) 8657 3258

address

100 Miller St, North Sydney NSW 2060, Australia
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